This article draws on material from the Bangor Longitudinal Study of Ageing. The survivors, now all  plus, were interviewed first in  and for the last time in . This paper concentrates on friendship over that period. Answers to questions about the presence or absence of ' real friends ' and about satisfaction with the status quo are related to personal strategies for managing change in the friendship network. Four types of response to current levels of friendship are identified : contented, dissatisfied, needy and resigned. Examples are given from each category, drawing on qualitative data.
Introduction
Over the past three decades gerontologists have paid increasing attention to the experience of friendship in old age. The interest in informal relationships and the experience of intimacy has developed in the context of different concerns and theoretical traditions. Social scientists in general have been concerned with the content of intimate relationships and the capacity of friends, relatives and neighbours to provide various benefits thought to be necessary for an acceptable quality of life. The theoretical assumptions that intimacy is a requirement of mental health, that people naturally seek social contact of a certain quality, that the absence of friendship or social support is problematic and needs to be explained, that people are deprived without it, underpin all empirical research on friendship. Are these assumptions reasonable from the elderly person's point of view ?
This article draws on material from the Bangor Longitudinal Study of Ageing, which was set up to identify sources of informal support in later life, and chart developments over time in the content of the supportive network. The survivors, now all over , were interviewed first in  and for the last time before this article was written in . Here, we concentrate on friendship patterns over that period.
On the basis of earlier research on the role of friends in the ageing process (Jerrome ) and in the supportive network (Wenger ) we now want to examine changes that occur over time and how people react to them. Do older adult friendships survive the impact of frailty ? If not, given the importance of intimacy and the negative effects of loneliness and lack of support evident in the research literature, how do people at advanced ages compensate for the loss of friends ? Is the experience different for men and women, and do factors like marital status influence the response ? How do men and women perceive change in the area of intimate relationships, how important is friendship at the subjective level, with advancing years ?
The concern with intimacy and its absence is set within a broader context of lifecourse development, and the extent of continuity or change. How much do relationships change in late life ? A related theoretical issue is the engagement versus disengagement debate as a way of characterising the final phase of the lifecourse. Do people strive to remain socially connected, do their social ties become attenuated, and is it a question of choice ?
Our perception of the aged individual as a giver and receiver in friendship incorporates the notion of biography : the actor as agent, story-teller, creator of meaning. The biographical approach charts individual progress or movement through time. It accounts for developments at the personal level in terms of personal strategy, action and reaction to a set of social conditions. It helps us to understand the process of friendship in terms of the meanings attached to events and relationships, rather than attempting to account for change or to explain friendship processes. The longitudinal design of this study, examining the constellation of relationships at four measurement points, promised rich insights into the changing experience of friendship and its meaning for participants.
The sample for the Bangor Longitudinal Study of Ageing (funded by the Department of Health - with additional funding from the Economic and Social Research Council in -) was drawn in  from a cross-section of rural communities in North Wales. It consisted of people aged  and over in , living in eight communities representing different settlement types. The sample included one elderly person from each household that contained at least one person aged  or over in the communities with a population of less than ,, and from  per cent of elderly households in the communities with a larger population. The achieved sample of  people was representative of the region regarding community size and the age distribution of those aged  and over.
An administered questionnaire survey was conducted in the homes of the respondents in . It was repeated in  for the survivors who had been j in , and again in ,  (a briefer version of the original) and  with all the survivors - people aged  and over by . In , a subsample of the main survey was selected for intensive study from -, using qualitative methods. The  questionnaire was extended to allow for analysis in terms of additional dimensions of solidarity, derived from the Andrus Gerontology Centre's longitudinal study of relationships (Silverstein and Bengtson ) . A detailed description of the Bangor methodology is available from CSPRD.
Data were collected from respondents for migration history ; information on contact with family, friends and neighbours ; ability to manage and help with activities of daily living and household tasks ; and access to, and use of, formal and informal services. The focus of the study has been the need for and availability of support. The enquiry has not extended beyond the bounds of the supportive network, though the intensive study of  produced more biographical material, including rich qualitative accounts of relationships further afield. It is primarily this biographical material, together with the case material from the main survey, rather than the longitudinal data as such, which forms the basis for the following analysis. The focus of the analysis is respondents' experience in relation to those people they themselves define as ' real friends '. In particular, we are interested in whether people still have such people around them, how they feel about their present levels of friendship, and what if anything they have done to make new friendships.
In this section we present findings about numbers of friends, and satisfaction or otherwise with the situation. We examine individual friendship strategies and identify the changing basis for friendship in those who continue to add to their networks. In ,  and  the large majority of the survivors felt that they had real friends living in the same area ( per cent,  per cent and  per cent), and did not wish for more friends ( per cent,  per cent and  per cent). Age, gender, marital status and health were not statistically significant and there was no statistical relationship between not having friends in the same area and wishing for more friends.
By  the youngest of the survivors was aged . Most ( per cent) still had real friends in the area and few ( per cent) wished for more friends. Of the  survivors for whom data are available,  had friends and did not wish for more :  had no friends in the area but did not wish for more ; seven had friends in the area but wished they had more ; and only four had no friends but wished they did.
Between them, the  survivors listed  friends as members of their support networks. Nearly seven out of ten friends listed were women. Most ( per cent) still saw friends more than once a week and more than half ( per cent) of their friendships were described as very close. Nearly all friends ( per cent) in the support network lived within an hour's drive of the respondent and more than eight out of  ( per cent) were seen more than once a week. More than eight out of  ( per cent) friendships reflected a consensus of opinion.
Using a classification of relationships based on latent class analysis reported elsewhere (Wenger and Burholt ), more than two-thirds of friendships ( per cent) were classified as ' local independent ', meaning that the friend lived nearby and was seen frequently and that the friendship was close and based on similarity of opinions, but there was no exchange of instrumental help. Fewer than one in five friendships ( per cent) included the receipt of instrumental help from the friend. The remaining friendships involved friends who lived further away, with whom there was less contact and no provision of help.
Friendship networks
Some people found that they had fewer friends as they grew older, while others continued to replace friends lost through death, immobility or relocation (In the following analysis all names have been changed). Mrs. RG, born in , is typical of those who had fewer friends with the passage of time. In  she named five real friends : May, the closest ; Bethan, a younger woman who lived next door ; Deirdre, and two daughters-in-law, Vera and Edna. By , she named three : Bethan and Deirdre, as before, and Gwen. May had died two years earlier and Vera and Edna had moved away. Gwen was a retired school teacher for whom Mrs. RG had worked in the past taking care of Gwen's elderly parents. By , Deirdre had died in her late s. Bethan had recently had a mastectomy and Mrs. RG was spending a lot of time with her. Gwen had ' gone funny ' and Mrs. RG was keeping an eye on her. Mrs. RG died in .
More respondents lost and replaced friends as the years passed. This indicated that the content of the friendship network changes quite regularly and that people go on replacing friends until extreme old age. For instance, there was Mrs. WG who in  mentioned Miss R and her mother, Mrs. R, as her only real friends. By  Mrs. R had died and her daughter was in a nursing home. Mrs. WG was still writing to seven friends who lived elsewhere, and was in telephone contact with another. Now Mrs. WG's real friends in the area were Mrs. L, a widow like herself and known for  years, and Mr. and Mrs. Jones. These three friends attended her funeral in . Another example was Mrs. T, whose two real friends of  were not mentioned in , their passing unremarked and apparently not missed. Instead, Mrs. T was saying by  that she had ' lots of friends ', with whom she ' just chatted '.
Mr. HJ, similarly, counted several extra people in his friendship network by  when he was . In , ' most had gone ', leaving only Idris, Roy and David. By  Mr. HJ could not think who David was, and Roy had sold up and moved out. But there was Idris, a middle-aged neighbour whom he used to meet in the market, and also a daughter of an old friend. By  his real friends were a completely different set. He had not seen Idris for a few years, and now counted as real friend Ilid, Bob and Edward. Over the years he had gained five new friends. Miss WE had no real friends in the area in , ' just acquaintances : my real friends are somewhere else '. By  she mentioned ' several true friends and neighbours '. Jenny, Elsie, Freda and Mrs. Pugh who was able to chat more now because she had given up work. Moreover, these relationships were among the things that gave Miss WE most pleasure in life.
Mrs. P, born in , experienced a similar increase over time. In  her real friends were Gwen, Violet, Catrin and May. In  she described these four women as ' steadfast and true, friends made  years ago when I came to the village as a young woman '. In  this group was joined by a new friend called Cathy. By , however, these old acquaintances had apparently gone. Instead there was Nora, someone Mrs. P had known for many years as a neighbour, widowed like herself, now described as a real friend though with different views from her own, and in some ways not very close. This raises the question of what a ' real friend ' is for people like Mrs. P, which will be taken up later.
To some extent the possession of real friends was a reflection of marital status. At each point the never married were more likely to have them than those who had married. It would seem that age does not affect life-long patterns of social activity in the never married (Ward , Gubrium ). Married couples, however, might experience temporary changes induced by increasing frailty as they become preoccupied with mutual caring, are assumed by members of the network to be coping together, and as they lose joint couple-friends who become isolated in the same way.
Friendship satisfaction
It would seem that the degree of satisfaction with the level of relationships fluctuates over time. Mr. R, for instance, is happy with his level of friendship in  (' all my neighbours -John, Gwilym, Mrs. J, Mrs. B and Mrs. D -are good friends '). By , when the majority of the named friends are still around, he wishes he had more, perhaps because Gwilym has moved away. By  he is again happy with his friendships, listing an additional man of his own age (s) and several younger people. He spends much time chatting in the street and is never lonely.
For others, more extensive changes occurred in their friendship networks. Mrs. JH had moved on retirement, after running a shop with her husband for  years. She was rarely lonely, and had good friends nearby, but ' there was room for more '. Their closest friends were Menna and Bob. Menna in particular cheered Mrs. JH up when she felt down. Sylvia and John followed when they in turn retired, and moved in next door. The three couples met for bridge in the evenings. It was a good time in Mrs. JH's life. By  the same real friends were around -Menna and Bob, Sylvia and John. The year before, Mrs. JH and her husband had spent Christmas with Menna and Bob. In the early s a shift occurred in Mrs. JH's relationships. The four old friends had gone but six more had come into prominence, most of them much younger but one was an elderly cousin. By  Mrs. JH was a very sad woman though still with ' a wide circle of friends and neighbours in the village '. Since the previous interview she had lost her best friends, her husband, a sister-in-law and her son's wife. She reported being lonely these days, but, unlike , did not want more friends.
A large majority at each measurement point were happy with the number of friends they had and did not wish for more. The wish for more friends is, like the possession of real friends in the area, linked to marital status. The still-married, on the other hand, were likely to be engaged in mutual caring, to be relatively isolated and to be content with or resigned to their position. It is possible that the friendship patterns of the couple suited one partner more than the other. Mr. R, quoted above, clearly missed his friend Gwilym and, by , was wishing he had more friends. With the exception of John, his remaining friends -Margaret, Humphrey and Phyllis in , and Esme, Vera and Mrs. L in  -were perhaps more his wife's friends than his.
Relating the possession of real friends in the area to the wish for more in  produced various possibilities ( Table ) .
There were those -the majority -who had real friends and were contented with the friends they had (n l ). They were likely to be in a stable situation before significant losses of intimacy, or to be friendmakers who tended to replace lost friendships. A few () who had real friends were dissatisfied and still wished for more. They were lonely but unable or unwilling to replace lost friendships. The same could be said of the four who had no real friends in the area who were also needy, wanting more. The majority () of the  who were without friends seemed not to need them, being either contented with their level of friendship or resigned to their situation. They were likely to be life-long loners, or people who had lost all their close friendships but had come to terms with diminishing opportunities for intimacy.
The majority of respondents in  were contented with their existing friendships. A few, like Mrs. JH, were lonely but resigned to making no more intimate relationships. A prominent group in the contented category, however, were those people who defined them-selves as friend-makers. Losses were balanced by gains, as in the following case.
In  Mrs. DJ was already , widowed for  years. She had no children but was very close to her three siblings. When asked about real friends in the area she said that ' she could go to one of a dozen places ', and mentioned in particular Anwen, Megan and Ida. In  she was , and at a low point in her life. Loss was a recurrent theme, after a fall -raising questions about her capacity to remain alone at homeand the death of her friend Elizabeth. Earlier losses had come to the fore : she talked of the loss of her husband and two babies. She missed being part of a friendship group though she still had some real friends, like Molly, a woman in her s who had been the district nurse. By  she was living in a rest home. She still missed Elizabeth but had made new friends, and old friends and neighbours visited. Her former home help and other helpers rang and came to see her. A th birthday party was given for  of her friends. The home owner took her for walks and though she could no longer get to church she still visited friends from church every year for a holiday. She said :
' I've always had a nice good lot of friends around, I am lucky in making friends. There's come a full stop now but I'm quite satisfied. I look back and thank God for a full happy life … It's been a long journey and I just want to go home.'
Mrs. DJ was clearly a woman who attracted people and went on doing so until her death in .
An equally striking example of people in the contented category is provided by Mrs. RK, a former teacher and magistrate, already  in . In those days her best friends were Megan, Eileen and Olwen, a younger woman whom Mrs. RK had known all her life. They made up a ' widows' four ' for bridge. By  the pattern of close relationships had changed a lot. Old friends Megan, Eileen and Olwen were older, confined to their homes and ' less dependent on me '. There was now a set of new, younger friends who had moved into the new housing estate growing up around Mrs. RK -Idris and Florence, Elizabeth, Dewi and Enid, Jack and Angela. These people, described as ' firm friends ' in , were still there as real friends in . Megan, Eileen and Olwen were by now all in their s and not listed as ' real friends '. Mrs. RK reported being very satisfied with her new friends though very conscious of the -year age difference. She spoke ruefully of their solicitousness.
Examples of the few who had real friends but who were dissatisfied are provided by Mr. R, the married man mentioned earlier, and Mrs. JM.
Mrs. JM's list of real friends changed completely over the study period. In  Elsie and Violet had been very close. They were the same in  too, though Mrs. JM by that time was not meeting as many people as she would have liked. By  Elsie and Violet had gone, replaced by Mary Jones, Eleanor and Dick, met at church. These church friends did not meet all her needs. Her grandson's achievements gave her most pleasure in life, and the deaths of loved friends and family gave her most sadness. She wanted more friends, perhaps more intimate than the church friends could be.
The very small category of needy people, without real friends but wanting some, is illustrated by Mrs. JO. In  she was contented with her friendships. By  her network of real friends -David and Joe, Joan, Rhona and Anwen -was still largely intact. But by  Mrs. JO said she was lonely and wanting more friends. Her good friends opposite had died the previous year. Two of her oldest friends, a mother and daughter of  and , both widows, had visited recently and it had been a great joy. Their absence accounted for her discontent. Clearly these largely absent friends had symbolic value.
Finally, those without friends but resigned -the second largest group -consist of those like Mrs. WM who had outlived her only friend ; Mrs. JW, a self-reliant woman who enjoyed daily telephone conversations with her only friend until  but by  had no real friends, did not wish for more, was never lonely and had no contacts other than her sister to whom she spoke weekly on the telephone ; and Mr. H whose fellow farmers -Robert, John, Hugh and Evan -had all died.
The pattern of stability and change is clear. Some causes are indicated in the old people's own construction of events, and can be inferred from the statistics. There is a sense of change beyond the control of the people in the study, to do with personal health crises and other people's movements. The impression given by the data is that friendships fade or end in death rather than conflict, and that agency is not a feature of late life. In the next section we go on to consider friendship changes, particularly gains, as a more active process in which very old people make choices and engineer change.
Friendship strategies
The case of Mrs. RK, quoted earlier, showed how one friend-maker distanced herself from a group of life-long friends who became housebound and therefore ' less dependent on me ' in favour of new relationships with neighbours on the estate which had been developed around her house. Strategies do not always work, as Mrs. RK found when her new friends, with their unwelcome solicitousness, reminded her of her advanced age in a way that members of her peer group would not have done. But they were good friends otherwise, and it was an expedient compromise.
Even in late-life friendships there are choices to be made to preserve the existing balance of intimacy and to meet changing needs. Mrs. MC born in , had in  been living alone for two months, after  years of a very difficult marriage. She had four real friends in the area : Frances, Alice, Donald and Tom. She could ask small favours of Tom and turned to him when she was feeling ' down '. Donald gave her lifts in his car. Frances would help her when she was ill. She talked several times a week to both Frances and Alice. By  Tom had died and Frances was the one most likely to help when she was down. Alice now had her sister living with her, and had less time for Mrs. MC. But Frances was more important than ever. ' We have really hit it off over the last four or five years ' in a mutually supportive friendship. Someone called Molly, aged , had also become more important since  but she had remarried three years earlier, and since then ' there's nothing between us : she belongs to him now '. Donald was still included in the list of real friends. Although Mrs. MC had slowed down in the previous four years, she seemed to have adapted to widowhood, travelling to Canada three times to visit relatives. There seemed to be no problems. She had a ' nice, tight circle of friends ' and gained most pleasure in life from her friendships and clubs.
By the end of  things had changed. Mrs. MC was feeling low, and not so well. She was never lonely, but her morale had dropped. Her best friend, Frances, had had a heart attack and was staying with her daughter for two months. Mrs. MC, now , was feeling ' a bit out of place … a lot of friends have gone '. She felt left on her own at a time when it was too late to do much about it. It looked as if Frances was going into sheltered housing. Mrs. MC was in a dilemma. Should she ' promote ' another friend to take Frances's place ? But would this be fair to Frances ? Who was there to promote anyway ? Marie (a neighbour) was devoted but unreliable. Janet, another possible friend not mentioned before, had moved away. The decision was never taken, for three weeks after the interview, in January , Mrs. MC died.
Sources of friendship
A common friendship strategy in this group of very elderly people has been to broaden the definition of ' real friend ', so that more people were eligible to play the part. A more instrumental definition is evident in the use of words, as well as in the characteristics of new friends. Mr. G, for instance, when asked whether he had real friends in the area, replied, ' I could always call on Olwen if I wanted anything '. Olwen, a -year-old neighbour, has already been mentioned as someone of whom he could ask small favours. For others the translation is made from ' real ' to ' true ', generally in the context of reliability in times of need.
New friends are found in a variety of categories. There are those mentioned earlier who seem to fill a role. It is common for new friends to have been or still be helpers. They include new neighbours, district nurses, home helps, doctors and their wives, clergymen and their wives, solicitors and bank managers, younger cousins, nephews and nieces. These new friends are sometimes members of the peer group who have grown old together, but more often are of the children's generation and to some extent behaving as quasi-children.
Then there are those friends who have been acquainted for many years but who are mentioned as real friends for the first time in late life. So Mrs. RA mentioned her old school friend and sister-in-law who had recently moved back to the village and who shared the same birthday. Others have lived in adjacent streets for many years ; the passing years give them special significance as fellow survivors and mutual supporters. There are new friends met in communal settings such as the church and local sheltered housing schemes, met on visits to former neighbours. Finally, there are people inherited through the deaths of friends and relatives, like Mrs. RE who acquired a friend in her dead friend's husband. The friend's sister-in-law also started visiting Mrs. RE when their mutual friend died. In the same way, Mrs. DE who used to see a lot of Maggie next door on her nightly visits to watch TV, was by  being visited by Maggie's brother after his sister's death.
A striking feature of late-life friendship is the tendency to cross gender boundaries. It is common to relate to both men and women within the peer group and outside it. Friends of a couple remain on the scene even after death has broken the foursome ; long-standing neighbours are regarded as friends ; new young neighbours of either gender are viewed in the same way ; old school friends from many decades ago continue to be mentioned.
Men and women are also alike in the content of their friendship interactions. Passing the time together chatting is as much a feature of men's friendships as women's, though the focus of men's talk might be more instrumental. Where details are given the friendships and the talk which is their main activity are rooted in former occupations and meeting places : the market place, the pub and adjacent shops. Mr. D is very close to his four male friends, known for between  and  years. They meet and chat in the village, about last Sunday's sermon, last night's TV programmes and the livestock in the market. Their favourite place is a bench at the corner of the square, but on other occasions they meet in the shops and do their shopping together. The street is a busy place for meeting both men and women friends. Several women seek company there when they feel lonely at home, ' just to chat '. Chats with friends are generally the main activity and sometimes the source of greatest pleasure in life for both men and women.
Theoretical issues
The longitudinal study of elderly people in North Wales presents a picture of loss and change, or ebb and flow in late life relationships. Our findings swell the small number of studies. (e.g. Adams  ; Field  ; Roberto ) employing longitudinal designs. The friendship material reviewed here indicates long periods of stability in relationships then change on several fronts : health of self and others, housing, relationships. Ageing in the context of relationships is about change and integration. Lack of stability is taken for granted in the elderly population though less often by gerontologists (Becker ) . ' There are bound to be changes in four years at my age ' ! ' was one reply to a question about changes since the last survey. Change for this population is a fact of life, and people deal with it in unique ways, reflecting coping strategies built up over a lifetime.
Changes in friendship are caused by external factors, sometimes in other people's lives first, which have a knock-on effect. Friendships fade on account of changes outside the dyad and to some extent for reasons beyond their control, as others have also found (Blieszner and Adams in press ; Johnson and Troll ) . This fading out is reflected in our sample in the tendency to forget people who had once been important, their disappearance without comment. The gradual absence of hitherto close friends was unremarked and perhaps unremarkable for some members of this elderly population.
Our findings confirm those of other writers (Johnson and Barer  ; Barer  ; Adams ,  ; Matthews , ) who suggest that change is not invariably in the direction of loss and social detachment. This would indicate that the process of disengagement occurs in response to factors other than age. Many people choose social engagement by making new friends and continuing to participate in social gatherings. The majority of very old people modify their social worlds and are content to live more restricted lives. The largest single category of our respondents was those who felt that they still had real friends around them and did not wish for more.
Although the elderly people in the study are to some extent passive responders (Evers ), they are also active initiators who respond to changing circumstances with strategies designed to meet their emotional and support needs. Some friendships, like partnerships, are difficult to replace and no attempt is made to do so. Failing health, low expectations, loyalty to departed loved ones and a determination to keep one's needs to oneself can rule out the replacement of lost relationships. Those who actively seek or accept offers of friendship, reclassify existing relationships and develop new ones. As life goes on, friends are recruited from a different pool ; people are thrown together in different contexts. So the potential for friendship continues to exist. Given the personal resources and qualities necessary for exploiting it, people go on making friends. As other writers (Johnson and Troll ) have pointed out, a flexible notion of friendship, or a revision of friendship needs, helps in the process.
We agree with Johnson and Troll that extreme old age must be viewed as a distinct phase in friendship terms. In contrast to earlier phases, a generational shift generally occurs at this point in the selection of new friends. The new friends may be the same age as children, and to some extent perform as surrogate family. Although practical assistance tends to pass from younger to older friend, this works both ways in terms of emotional benefits. There is also a gender shift, with cross-gender friendships reflecting the pattern of broken couple relationships and emergent health needs. New friends within the peer group are often found in group settings and are less intimate than conventional dyadic ties, perhaps because -as some people say -they are too old for that kind of effort. Our findings here confirm those of other researchers (Adams ,  ; Barer  ; Johnson and Troll ) who have commented on the capacity for friendships to cross various lines in a creative, innovative way distinctive of the very elderly population. There are parallels here with the process identified by Carstensen, Baltes and others, in which older people compensate for losses by reducing interactions with some and increasing emotional closeness with significant others who offer more meaningful exchanges (Carstensen , ) .
For some people, loss in one sphere or relationship is balanced by gain in others. The loss of a close sibling creates new needs, frees the old person from existing obligations and makes her available for friendship. Synchronicity in the timing of life events plays an important role in openness to new friends, just as its lack accounts for some fading of relationships (Fehr ) . It would be interesting to know how changes in closeness are prompted and negotiated on both sides of fading and developing relationships.
The loss of friends, mainly through fading away, has implications for other roles and relationships, and vice versa. It is clear that children and surviving siblings may become more important at the end of life, in contrast to the pattern in early retirement when friends and peer group activities are arguably more important than kinship (Bengtson and Kuypers  ; Abrams ). But there are those for whom friends and family remain equally important ; they remain fully engaged in both spheres. In the case of those people who seem to disengage from intimate ties, it is not clear whether frailty and depression are the cause or an awareness of mortality. Feeling ' too old ' for the effort of making friends could reflect either position. More qualitative research is needed to tap the hidden meanings in the sometimes terse responses of elderly respondents.
A lifecourse perspective provides evidence of the antecedents of friendship strategies in late life. In some cases it would seem that early emotional crises such as the loss of babies and children have led to a lifetime of emotional restraint and fear of risking loss through emotional involvement. However, a question remains about the nature of the apparent disengagement of some very old people, those who neither have real friends nor want them. Perhaps friendship needs change at the end of life, with an emotional distancing which reflects a reduced need for intimacy. An adult daughter or sister, acting as a confidant, provides emotional security, and friendship activities are not missed. Changing patterns of confiding raise the possibility that this is indeed a developmental stage rather than a product of necessity (Wenger and Jerrome, forthcoming) . There are some questions here which remain unanswered and belong to future research agendas.
Similarly, we cannot easily tell from this material what kind of impact the replacement of friends has on the older person. Is it an easy substitution or is huge psychological adaptation required ? For some it seems easy but some of the case material suggests an intensity of feeling which indicates the latter. Most personal accounts, however, reveal a pragmatic approach to friendship which is perhaps a distinctive feature of advanced old age.
